
Tech Suit Policy 

Begins Sept 1, 2019 

Coaching Staff philosophy 

Our staff firmly believes tech suits have a very limited place in Age Group swimming. We                
believe hard work, great technique, and excellent practice and meet attendance is far more              
important to a swimmer’s success. Tech suits were originally designed for world class athletes              
and we as the swimming community have been duped into believing swimmers need high dollar               
suits to have fast swims at any age.   We know this is not the case 

Tech Suit Tenets 

1. Our policy will evolve over time and may change each season. Any changes will be               
made at the beginning of a season and will be communicated to our families. It will                
also be one of our documents requiring a digital signature during our-online            
registration. 

2. We will wear team suits or solid black suits at all in season meets (unless otherwise                
specified).  

3. Swimmers ages 12 and under may wear a tech suit in championship meets             
(Divisionals with coach approval, or above). They will not be permitted to wear             
tech suits at any in season meet for any reason. After Sept 1, 2020 12 and unders                 
will not be permitted to wear tech suits at any time.  

4. Swimmers 13 and over may wear a tech suit in the following meets 
i. Divisionals with coach approval and higher championship meets 
ii. A designated mid-season rest meet (announced at the start of each season) 
iii. Other non-championship meets: case-by-case basis for swimmers who are 

trying to achieve specific cuts. The swimmer is required to communicate 
with his/her coach prior to the meet to discuss the reasons for wearing a 
tech suit at this meet. 

5. All decisions made by the coaching staff will be done on an individual basis. No               
two swimmers are alike and no two situations will be the same regardless of the               
number of similarities they may have. 

6. Violation of this policy may result in scratching of any remaining events of the meet.               
Violations will require a meeting of the parent(s) and swimmer before entry into any              
subsequent meets. 

 



This policy is in place for the following reasons: 

1. Dolphin  swimmers should be confident competing in meets without these suits. Our 
swimmers shouldn't feel like they can only swim fast in tech suits. 

2. We want to “save” these suits and their benefits for our championship meets and our 
more competitive non-championship meets. When swimmers wear these suits all 
season, it diminishes the benefit (this is especially true for females). 

3. We want to remove some of the pressure that our swimmers feel to be in these suits 
all season. Some swimmers feel like they have to be in these suits unnecessarily 
simply because other swimmers are wearing them. 

4. We want to save our parents some money. These suits are expensive, and none of 
our families should have to purchase more than one tech suit each year. 

5. We want to keep taking steps to help our team get better. The best teams in the 
country don’t “suit up” all season long. We know because we’ve sought their advice 
on this subject. 

 

 


